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Introduction

Introduction

This guide outlines key design principles to follow when specifying or
procuring window blinds for commercial properties.
Looking at all 8 principles of shading helps to ensure the shading
strategy meets the needs of both the occupants and the building
owners.
The guide embodies best practice and draws on experience from a
wide range of projects. It is arranged around 8 key principles which
complement each other to create a well-balanced shading strategy.
If you would like help applying these principles to specific projects or
glazing situations, please feel free to contact our design team.

“The history of architecture is the history
of the struggle for light”
Le Corbusier

Hugh McCreadie | Project Consultant
hugh.mccreadie@decorsystems.co.uk

Aesthetics

Aesthetics

EXTERNAL APPEARANCE

BLIND TYPE

The first principle to consider is the impact that the blinds will have
on the appearance of the façade.

Roller blinds are the recommended type of blind.

After all, this is the most visible part of the building, that important
first impression. But all too easily the façade can be spoiled by untidy
window blinds.



Recommended



Not Recommended
(with exceptions)



Not Recommended

Type of blind, type of fabric and positioning relative to the glazing all
have a big impact on how the appearance of the facade is affected by
blinds.
< In this image you can see how much
effect the blinds can have on the
external appearance of a building,
especially fully glazed facades.

Roller Blinds

Vertical Blinds

Venetian Blinds

99 Clean modern looks
99 Simple design with few
moving parts for maximum
durability
99 User friendly operation –
quick and easy to raise.
99 Can be completely retracted
for a clear opening.

99 Suitable for curved or
sloping head windows
99 Directional shading – louvres
can be angled to allow
diffused light but block
direct sun

99 Directional shading – slats
can be tilted to allow
diffused light but block
direct sun.
99 Quick and easy to tilt as the
sun moves
99 Inexpensive

88

88

Fixed shading factor
determined by fabric choice

88

88

Lots of moving parts –
maintenance problems
Prone to damage by
draughts, furniture.
particularly in floor-to-ceiling
installations.
Stack of louvres does not
leave a completely clear
opening.

88

88
88

Awkward to raise, so blinds
tend to be left down,
reducing benefit of daylight
and view.
Horizontal slats trap dust
and difficult to clean.
Thin aluminium slat is prone
to damage especially with
opening windows.

Aesthetics

Aesthetics
BLIND ALIGNMENT
To ensure a smart uniform appearance, the chosen roller blind system
should only allow users to stop the blinds in four preset positions:
fully open, one third lowered, two thirds lowered, fully closed.
This principle applies to both manual and motorised systems.





Aligned blind system

4 stop positions
0%

BLIND OPERATION
Manual chain operated blinds are recommended. Motorised blinds
should be considered for specific applications



Standard



33%

For specific applications
66%

100%

Chain operated

Motor operated

99 Low cost compared with motorised
99 No wiring required
99 Individual user control

99 Consider for higher specification
projects
99 Use for glazing taller than 4 metres
99 Use where full building automation is
required
99 Use for integration with AV scene
setting e.g. Boardrooms and Meeting
Rooms

88

Not suitable for windows taller than 4
metres

88
88

Higher cost than manual
Wiring and controls required

Un-aligned blind system

Position

Position
MOUNTING TYPES
Blinds should be in a recessed pocket to conceal the mechanism and
roller barrel. The pocket must be of a sufficient size and shape to
allow either manual or motorised systems to be installed.
This concealment principle applies to all situations regardless of
whether there is a ceiling or not.

BLIND MOUNTING



Integrated in MF ceiling margin to
curtain walling



Integrated in window reveal drylining
surround



Exposed Soffit - No Ceiling



Inward opening windows tilt and turn or hopper style

Blind hardware, including roller tube and brackets should be
concealed to ensure smart appearance and prevent glare penetration
above the roller.
Our recommendation is for a recessed aluminium blind box to be
designed into the base build and installed at base build or CAT A
stage so that there is an adequate fixing provision and clear defined
zone for the blinds.
Blind recess should be directly fixed to the superstructure. It should
not have any fixings or mechanical connection to the façade, to allow
the façade to move independently.



Mounted in recess



Not in a recess

Position

Position

POCKET TYPE

BRACKET TYPES

The pocket should be formed with a proprietary aluminium extruded
blind box rather than a plasterboard and stud construction. Using
proprietary aluminium pocket ensures that there is sufficient clear
space for the blind to roll up.

The blind box should feature clip-on brackets to allow easy fitting and
removal of blinds without dilapidation issues.





Proprietary aluminium pocket



Easy-fix brackets clipped to pocket



Traditional brackets screwed through
pocket

Plasterboard, stud and pattressing

DOUBLE BLINDS
POCKET CLOSURE TYPE
The pocket should have a cover flap to protect and conceal the blinds
from beneath. The cover flap should be a locking type to prevent
accidental dislodgment.



Locking closure



Loose-lay closure



No closure

Meeting, Conference and Training rooms with AV equipment should
have provision for double blinds – one with translucent fabric and
one with blackout fabric. The blind with blackout fabric is mounted
closest to the glazing. Double blinds should always be motorised to
allow control via AV system.



Double blind recess to be same width
as single blind recess for consistent
visual appearance from beneath.



Double blind recess wider than single

Blackout
Sun Shade

x
x

2x

Light

Light
BLIND POSITION
Blinds should coincide with vertical mullions, and overlap the mullions
so there are no gaps which allow direct sunlight to penetrate.



Blinds coincide with mullions



Blinds do not coincide with mullions

Blinds should be sufficiently close to the window prevent direct
sunlight penetrating at oblique angles.



Fabric overlap – outside curtain wall
Plan View



Blinds too far away from windows
Plan View

Mullion

Direct sunlight
penetration

Blind

LIGHT CONTROL
The primary function of any window blind is to regulate daylight for
the comfort of the building user.
Two key principles to consider are the positioning of the blinds and
the fabric selection.



For special applications – e.g. where blinds
have to be installed between mullions,
consider side channels to avoid light gaps
Plan View

Sunlight is incredibly powerful - direct sun can exceed 100,000 lux
so it is very important that the fabric chosen is sufficiently opaque to
control this.
Fabric selection will also have an impact on thermal performance; so
light and thermal factors should always be considered together.

Mullion

Side channels

Mullion

Blind

Blind

Light

Light

FABRIC SELECTION – VIEW OUT

FABRIC SELECTION - GLARE CONTROL

Fabric should be a semi-transparent screen type fabric, which still
retains a view out even when the blinds are fully down.

Visual Light Transmittance (VLT or Tv) of the fabric should be
between 2% and 6%. VLT greater than 6% is likely to result in
unacceptable levels of glare.



Screen fabric allows view out



Opaque fabrics - no view out

Openness factor approximately describes the closeness of the
threads in woven screen fabrics. It has an impact on view out.
Screen fabrics should have 3% openness factor for spaces containing
workstations.
Important Note: Openness factor IS NOT the same as visual light
transmittance. Visual Light transmittance (VLT or Tv) and thermal
performance should always take priority over openness factor.
Specifying the openness factor alone is not sufficient to ensure
suitable glare control - the colour and type of fabric chosen has
greater influence on efficacy of the shading than the openness factor.



1%



3%



5%



10%





2% - 6% VLT

VLT greater than 6%

To achieve acceptable glare control, we recommend using metallised
fabrics. Metallised fabrics offer consistent glare control and thermal
performance regardless of colour.
The below performance data shows how glare control and thermal
performance vary greatly with fabric colour in a standard fabric, but
are consistient in a metallised fabric.



Non-metallised fabric range

Fabric Colour

Glare Control
(VLT or Tv %)

25

22

14

8

7

6

Thermal Performance
(Rs %)

61

56

51

33

9

6

Glare Control
(VLT or Tv %)

4

4

5

5

5

4

Thermal Performance
(Rs %)

72

71

70

72

72

72



Metallised fabric range

Fabric Colour

Insufficient view out

Recommended

Can be used provided
light transmittance
values are within
guidance

Insufficent protection
from glare

Thermal

Thermal
FABRIC TYPES
Use metallised fabrics for maximum thermal efficiency regardless of
the internal face colour.
Fabrics selected should aim for a solar reflectance value of at least
70%.





Metallised Fabric

Best thermal performance
irrespective of colour
chosen.



Bi-colour fabric

Bi-colour fabrics have a
light coloured outer face for
better thermal performance,
at a lower cost than
metallised.

Non-metallised fabric

With non-metallised fabrics,
dark colours give poor
thermal performance, while
light colours give poor glare
control.

THERMAL PERFORMANCE
Buildings are subject to thermal modelling as part of their design.
Blinds are an important part of the strategy to reduce cooling costs
and prevent overheating.
The two main figures which indicate the thermal performance of a
shading material are:
• Shading Coefficient (SC); this is a ratio of solar energy transmitted
through given glazing and shading systems against a standard
reference glazing system with no shading. Expressed as a number
between 0 and 1, with 0 being the most efficient.
• Short Wave Radiant Fraction (SWRF); this figure represents solar
energy absorbed by the blind which subsequently re-radiated
into the room (short-wave infra-red) as opposed to solar energy
coming directly through the blind material. Dark coloured blinds
transmit little heat directly through the blind, however they absorb
a lot of heat and so typically have a poor SWRF performance.

THERMAL FRACTURE
There is a risk of thermal shock fracture of glazing units if blinds are
installed too close to the glass. A gap between the glazing units and
the blinds allows air to circulate and prevent excessive heat build up.



Blind fabric at least 50mm from glazing unit



Blind fabric too close to glazing unit

The trend towards fully glazed facades to maximise the benefits of
natural light also maximises the potential energy transmitted into the
building.
The positioning of the blinds in relation to the glazing, and the type
of fabric selected are both important factors in meeting the thermal
needs of the space.
Fabric selection will also have an impact on glare control; so light and
thermal factors should always be considered together.

Gap greater
than 50mm

Gap less
than 50mm

Compliance

Compliance
DISPLAY SCREEN EQUIPMENT REGULATIONS
Under the Health and Safety (Display Screen Equipment) Regulations
1992, employers have the following obligation “Windows shall be
fitted with a suitable system of adjustable covering to attenuate the
daylight that falls on the workstation.”
Elevations which do not get direct sunlight e.g. north facing, will still
require shading; as daylight reflected by clouds or other buildings will
exceed acceptable glare thresholds.





Shading to all elevations

Shading only to elevations with direct
sun

N

S

PLAN
VIEW

COMPLIANCE
Compliance with current regulations and safety standards is an
essential consideration when choosing suitable shading systems.
It should be noted that a large proportion of blind systems and
materials in the marketplace are designed for domestic residential
end use and may not necessarily comply with the specific regulations
applicable to commercial buildings.

PLAN
VIEW

Many modern buildings incorporate fixed external shading devices
such as fins, slats and brise soleil. However these devices are usually
intended to improve the thermal performance or aesthetics of the
facade, and do not generally provide the very specific glare control
required in an office environment where there are fixed workstations
with display screen equipment.

Compliance

Compliance

FIRE SAFETY

CHILD SAFETY

All blind fabrics used in a commercial property should be flame-retardant, tested to BS 5867 Part 2 Type B.

Any areas of a building where children aged under 42 months are
likely to be present must have child safety devices fitted to the blinds
in compliance with BS EN 13120 +A1 2014.



Fabric is flame retardant to
BS5867 Part 2 Type B



Non-flame retardant fabric, or
fabric tested to an inappropriate
standard e.g.
- BS5852 Source 0, 1 or 5 (relates
to upholstery and furniture), or
- BS476 Part 6 and 7 (relates to
internal wall linings)

Office buildings which do not have public access are generally
regarded as outside the scope of this legislation however this must be
subject to a specific risk assessment by the user of each space.
If child safety is required, then breakaway chain devices with captive
ends are recommended.



Breakaway chain device
with captive ends



Fixed chain retainer

Sometimes facades will incorporate a glazed fire escape door which
requires blinds. For this application, blinds should be a low-profile
system mounted directly onto the door itself in such a way as it does
not interfere with the operation of the panic hardware.
Blinds should not be mounted so as to obstruct the fire escape door,
its hardware or signage in any way.



Blinds mounted directly on to the door



Blinds obstructing the opening
99 Chain can come to within 600mm of the
floor making it practical to operate.
99 Does not require fixings to the façade
99 Simple to retro-fit
99 Easy to re-connect if accidentally
activated. (Non-capitve versions allow
chain to exit the mechanism and therefore
require access equipment to re-instate.)

88 Chain has to be minimum 1500mm from
the floor making it impractical to operate,
especially for less able persons or where
furniture prevents close access to the
blind.
88 Requires fixings to the façade.

Sustainability & Wellbeing

Sustainability & Wellbeing

SUSTAINABILITY & WELLBEING

BREEAM

Sustainability of construction methods and wellbeing of building
occupants are important considerations when choosing blind
systems.

If BREEAM assessment is being considered, the following credit is
available.

Key factors of occupant wellbeing relating to blinds are; provision of
natural light, view out, indoor air quality, glare control and thermal
comfort.
Internationally recognised assessment frameworks such as BREEAM,
Ska and WELL are typically used to benchmark sustainability and
wellbeing factors.

Hea 01 – Visual comfort - Glare Control – 1 credit
1. The potential for disabling glare has been designed out of all relevant building areas using a glare control
strategy, either through building form and layout and/or building design measures.
2. The glare control strategy avoids increasing lighting energy consumption, by ensuring that:
a. The glare control system is designed to maximise daylight levels under all conditions while avoiding
disabling glare in the workplace or other sensitive areas. The system should not inhibit daylight from
entering the space under cloudy conditions, or when sunlight is not on the façade: AND
b. The use or location of shading does not conflict with the operation of lighting control systems.



To gain this credit, retractable blinds should be provided on all elevations. Fabric must have
Visual Light Transmittance of 10% or less.

Sustainability & Wellbeing

Sustainability & Wellbeing
WELL v1
If WELL certification is being considered, the following sections are
prerequisites.
25 – Toxic Material Reduction
PART 3: PHTHALATE (PLASTICIZERS) LIMITATION
DEHP, DBP, BBP, DINP, DIDP or DNOP (often found in polyvinyl chloride [PVC]) are limited in the following
components to 0.01% (100 ppm):- Wall coverings, window blinds and shades, shower curtains, furniture and
upholstery.

Neptune fabric - made from 100%
recycled plastic, including plastic
recovered from the ocean

SKA
If SKA assessment is being considered, the following credits are
available.
D31 - Wellbeing - Daylight Glare Control
All the following criteria must be met:
a. Occupant-controlled window coverings (typically blinds or screens) are fitted to the external windows and
atria that receive sunlight directly or indirectly.
b. Coverings are designed to provide optimum glare control and allow the best possible retention of views
out with the coverings drawn closed.
c. Fabric screens, where specified, have a visual light transmittance (VLT) of less than 10%.

M23 - Materials - Window Treatments
All window treatments meet at least ONE of the following criteria:
d. are reused;
e. if new, are manufactured with at least 80% recycled content and recyclable content, designed for
deconstruction with components that can be recycled, measured by mass;
f. if timber or containing timber components, the timber meets the criteria of good practice measure D20
Timber;
g. are supplied with an environmental product declaration, written in accordance with ISO 14025 standards;
h. or are supplied with environmental product declarations for the materials used.
i. Note: Where recyclable content is identified a confirmed route for recycling into new products of a similar
quality must be identified.



To gain the D31 credit, retractable blinds should be provided on all elevations. Fabric must
allow a view out i.e. screen fabric. Fabric must have Visual Light Transmittance of less than
10%. For the M23 credit, refer to manufacturer’s literature.

56 – Light – Solar Glare Control
PART 1: VIEW WINDOW SHADING
At least one of the following is present for all glazing less than 2.1 m [7 ft] above the floor:
1. Interior window shading or blinds that are controllable by the occupants or set on a timer.
2. External shading systems that are controllable by the occupants or set on a timer.
3. Variable opacity glazing, such as electrochromic glass, which can reduce transmissivity by 90% or more.
PART 2: DAYLIGHT MANAGEMENT
At least one of the following is required for all glazing greater than 2.1 m [7 ft] above the floor:
1. Interior window shading or blinds that are controllable by the occupants or set on a timer.
2. External shading systems that are controllable by the occupants or set on a timer.
3. Interior light shelves to reflect sunlight toward the ceiling.
4. A film of micro-mirrors on the window that reflects sunlight toward the ceiling.
5. Variable opacity glazing, such as electrochromic glass, which can reduce transmissivity by 90% or more.



To meet chapter 25 choose a certified Phthalate free fabric.
To meet chapter 56, retractable blinds should be provided on all elevations. Fabric must
have Visual Light Transmittance of 10% or less.

Durability

Durability
OPERATING CHAIN
The operating chain on a manual blind is a key component which
takes the most wear and tear. Stainless steel chain has been proven
to be three times stronger in tests than other types of chain.



Stainless steel chain



Nickel plated brass, Nickel plated steel
or plastic chain

HEM BAR
A strong and rigid hem bar is important especially for commercial
buildings where the blinds are typically much wider than in residential
buildings.



Extruded aluminium - exposed or
concealed versions



Wood or plastic lath

DURABILITY

PRODUCT WARRANTY

Durability of blind systems is an essential consideration. Choosing the
blind system based only on initial purchase cost can be misleading
and wasteful.

Products should have a minimum of 3 years comprehensive warranty.

To ensure they are not over-engineered or under-performing, blind
system durability should be matched to the fit-out life expectancy.



Comprehensive warranties that cover
all elements of the blind system
including fabric and operating chain.



Limited warranties that specifically
exclude fabric or operating chain.

Cost

Cost
INITIAL COST vs LIFECYCLE COST
When considering cost, it is important to look at whole lifecycle costs.
A choice based only on initial purchase cost may be a poor choice
when viewed over the entire life cycle.
Two key influences on total lifecycle cost are the durability of the system and the energy efficiency of the fabric.
Below is a chart showing relative intitial purchase costs for different
types of roller blinds typically used in an office development.

£
Motorised Blinds

Aligned Hardware

COST

Price

Premium Hardware

An early understanding the relative costs of different shading
solutions is essential to creating a successful design outcome.

Basic Hardware

Manual Blinds
Aligned Hardware

Metallised Screen

Often establishing the cost of a shading system is left until later
design phases. This can lead to situations where a very expensive
solution has to be used due to specific building constraints e.g.
window type, which could have been avoided if they were considered
earlier in the process.
Costs must also be suitably matched to the lettable value of the
space in order to make a the project a success commercially.

FABRIC TYPES

Premium Hardware

Premium Screen

Basic Hardware

Basic Screen
Basic Translucent

£

Cost

Summary

INITIAL COST vs LIFECYCLE COST

This summary page can be used as a quick checklist to ensure you
have considered the most important factors around each of the 8
principles of shading.

This second chart shows how the relative costs change when you
take into consideration:
• Longer warranties reduce overall maintenance and repair costs
• More energy efficient fabrics reduce cooling costs.
The most noticeable difference is that the basic hardware system
now works out as the most expensive option when you look at whole
product lifecycle.

PRINCIPLE
Aesthetics

Position

£

Light

Thermal
Motorised Blinds
Basic Hardware

Price

Compliance

Aligned Hardware

Sustainability and
Wellbeing

Premium Hardware

Durability

Manual Blinds
Basic Hardware

FABRIC TYPES
Metallised Screen
Premium Screen

£

Premium Hardware

Basic Screen

Aligned Hardware

Basic Translucent

Cost

IMPORTANT FACTORS
• Roller blinds
• Manual or motorised
• Aligned






•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Blinds concealed in a recess
Removable closure to recess
No fixings to the façade
Clip-in brackets to avoid dilapidations
Coincide with and overlap mullions
3% Openness for optimal view out
Visual transmittance between 2% and 6%









•
•
•





•
•
•

Metallised fabrics for thermal efficiency
Solar reflectance of 70% or greater
Minimum 50mm gap between glass and blind
to mitigate thermal shock risk
Adjustable shading - Display screen regulations
Fire retardant – BS5867
Child Safety – BS EN 13120

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Glare control (BREEAM, Ska, Well)
View out (Ska)
Recycled content (Ska)
Low VOCs (Ska, Well)
Stainless steel chain
Aluminium hem bar
Warranty









•
•

Consider lifecycle costs
Energy saving fabrics








Example Specifications

Example Specifications

To ensure your shading strategy is successfully implemented, it is
important to use a detailed specification. This should include the
blind hardware, mounting detail, fabric range and colour.

Manual aligned roller blind for glare control

Below are examples which capture all the best practice outlined in the
previous pages.
Ceiling recess with closure for roller blinds
(Insert in Section K10 365)
Manufacturer: Decor Systems
Web: www.decorsystems.co.uk
Email: info@decorsystems.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0)1302 761122
Product reference: Perimeos® Ceiling Recess for roller blinds with modular transitions and SpeedClip rails
for easy mounting and dismounting of blinds without drilling or fixing into recess
Glazing-side Transition: self-adhesive movement gasket to transom
Room-side Transition: integrated Horizontal Drylining transition with slotted skim holes
Fixing: offset via 2-part bracket from structural slab
Hardware Finish: Powder coat White RAL 9016
Accessories: lockable closure flap to prevent accidental dislodgment, splice plates, chain guides

(Insert in Section N10 240)
Manufacturer: Decor Systems
Web: www.decorsystems.co.uk
Email: info@decorsystems.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0)1302 761122
Product reference: SyncroShade® self-aligning Roller Blind with 2 intermediate stop positions
Fabric: Decor Vista metallised screen fabric
Fabric Thermal Performance: Must be at least 70% solar reflectance value for all colours to meet thermal
modelling specification
Fabric Light Performance: Must be below 6% Visual Light Transmittance for all colours
Fabric Fire Performance: Flame retardant to BS 5867 2008 Part 2 Type B
Fabric Visual Performance: 3% openness for good outward visibility
Fabric Colour: Platinum from the Vista range
Configuration: Rectangular
Roll: Forward Roll
Operation: manual bead chain with pre-set intermediate stop positions to ensure adjacent blinds align with
each other for a neat visual appearance both inside and outside the building as specified in the Landlord
Guide. One-touch auto operation to allow the blind to travel by itself at a decelerated speed to the next
position.
Bottom bar: InfinityHem™
Fixing: Perimeos SpeedClip brackets to allow blinds to be mounted and demounted in Perimeos Ceiling
Recess without drilling or permanently fixing to the recess.
Accessories: chain stops to limit travel
Warranty: 25 years
Other Requirements: Single blind per glazing pane, no fabric joins, stainless steel bead chain for superior
tensile strength, blind stop controller must not be fixed to façade system.

Mounting inside blind box

Multi-stop operation for
consistent appearance

InfinityHem™

Example Specifications
Motorised aligned roller blind for glare control
(Insert in Section N10 241)
Manufacturer: Decor Systems
Web: www.decorsystems.co.uk
Email: info@decorsystems.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0)1302 761122
Product reference: Acovo® Silence in Motion Automated Roller Blind offering superbly quiet operation and
perfect horizontal alignment between adjacent blinds at any position
Fabric: Decor Vista metallised screen fabric
Fabric Thermal Performance: Must be at least 70% solar reflectance value for all colours to meet thermal
modelling specification
Fabric Light Performance: Must be below 6% Visual Light Transmittance for all colours
Fabric Fire Performance: Flame retardant to BS 5867 2008 Part 2 Type B
Fabric Visual Performance: 3% openness for good outward visibility
Fabric Colour: Platinum from the Vista range
Configuration: Rectangular
Roll: Forward Roll
Operation: Acovo® low voltage automated digitally addressable wired control, with 2 intermediate pre-set
stop positions, perfect alignment of adjacent bottom bars at any point of travel, less than 39dB operating
noise at 1 metre. Capable of integration with AV systems and scene setting lighting. One touch button control
allowing multiple groups of blinds per switch.
Bottom bar: InfinityHem™
Fixing: Perimeos SpeedClip brackets to allow blinds to be mounted and demounted in Perimeos Ceiling
Recess
Accessories: brushed stainless steel wall switches with pre-set buttons for intermediate stop positions
Warranty: 10 years
Other Requirements: Single blind per glazing pane, no fabric joins, complete demountable blind system
within Perimeos ceiling recess including unpluggable motor connection to allow access for maintenance.

Contact Decor Systems for application specific solutions including:
Mounting inside blind box

Multi-stop operation for
consistent appearance

InfinityHem™

• Blackout blinds
• Dual blackout and glare control blinds
• Horizontal and inclined roof light blinds
• Integrated curtain tracks
• Vertically ascending and shaped blinds
• Sliding panel blinds

Notes

Other Publications:
Design Principles for
Window Furnishing in Residential
Builidngs
Design Principles for Curtains and
Tracks
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